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In the present paper we study the holomorphic discrete series (h.d.s.) for hyper-
boloids of Hermitian type. They are the spaces GH where G=SO0( p, 2),
H=SO0( p, 1). We find some complex hulls Y\ of GH (they correspond to mini-
mal G-invariant cones in the Lie algebra of G ), consider the Hardy spaces H 2(Y\),
and give explicit expressions for the corresponding CauchySzego kernels. Earlier
these expressions were known for p=2 (GelfandGindikin) and p=1
(Molchanov). We compute the projections E\ of the L2(GH ) onto the images of
the Hardy spaces. The difference Q=E+&E& is most interesting, it is an analogue
of the Hilbert transform. We study the relations between the h.d.s. for G and the
h.d.s. for GH. It turns out that for p>2 there is a finite number of representations
of the h.d.s. for GH which are not representations of the h.d.s. of G. We give
explicit expressions for the kernels of the projections on the subspaces of the Hardy
spaces where the h.d.s. for G acts.  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
In [3] I. M. Gelfand and Gindikin put forward a programme for
harmonic analysis on semisimple Lie groups and, more generally, on semi-
simple symmetric spaces. The idea they offered consisted of studying Hardy
spaces on certain open complex submanifolds of complexifications of these
spaces. By lack of a stable term, let us call such manifolds complex hulls.
A little later Olshanski observed that for a Lie group G with a Hermitian
symmetric space GK these complex manifolds are the interiors of semi-
groups 1(C )=G exp iC generated by cones C in the corresponding Lie
algebra g. Actually the manifolds considered by Gelfand and Gindikin
correspond to minimal cones Cmin . In [17] Olshanski constructed Hardy
spaces on semigroups 1(C ) and studied their properties.
A next step in the realization of the programme was to extend this
theory to semisimple symmetric spaces GH. A natural class of spaces GH
admitting such an extension consists of the so-called symmetric spaces of
Hermitian type. This class was discovered by Matsumoto [8]. He showed
that the discrete series for these spaces includes some representations of the
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holomorphic discrete series (h.d.s.) of G. Then Olafsson, together with
O3 rsted and Hilgert [14], [16], [6], carried the results of Olshanski for
Hardy spaces and h.d.s. over to these spaces. By definition, a representation
of G belongs to the h.d.s. for GH if it is a highest weight representation
discretely embedded into L2(GH ). These representations can be realized
on holomorphic (vector) functions on GK, K being the maximal compact
subgroup of G. It turns out that, for a given space GH of Hermitian type,
the Hardy spaces are non-trivial, are embedded equivariantly into L2(GH )
and the representations of G on the Hardy spaces decompose into a direct
sum of representations of the h.d.s. for GH. Moreover, if one starts from
minimal cones Cmin then one obtains all representations of the h.d.s.
for GH.
The projection of L2(GH ) onto the Hardy space is an integral operator.
Its kernel is called the CauchySzego kernel. In [3] Gelfand and Gindikin
calculated the CauchySzego kernels for the group SL(2, R). Then the
author, while studying the quantization on the hyperboloid of one sheet in
R3 [13], obtained as a by-product the explicit expression of the Cauch
Szego kernel for that hyperboloid. Up to now, there are no other spaces of
Hermitian type for which these kernels are explicitly known.
In the present paper we study hyperboloids of Hermitian type. These are
the spaces X=GH with G=SO0( p, 2), H=SO0( p, 1); for p=2 and p=1
we get the two cases mentioned above, indeed, SL(2, R) is the hyperboloid
&x21&x
2
2+x
2
3+x
2
4=1 in R
4.
We traced the complex hulls Y\ of X (Section 3), and found also a
bounded realization (Section 14), which is connected with a compactifica-
tion of X. We give explicit expressions for the CauchySzego kernels for X
(Section 4), which is the main result of this paper. The cases p odd and p
even are essentially different. In particular, it turns out that for p odd the
CauchySzego kernel for X in the bounded realization can be reduced to
one for the Cartan domain of type IV 0( p+1) in C p+1 (see Section 14).
We compute the projections E\ of L2(X ) onto the images of the Hardy
spaces H 2(Y\). The difference Q=E+&E& is most interesting, it is an
analogue of the Hilbert transform (see Section 5).
In general, it is interesting to make clear the relations between the h.d.s.
for G and the h.d.s. for GH. In our case it turns out that for p>2 there
is a finite number (namely [( p&1)2]) of representations of the h.d.s. for
X which are not of the h.d.s. for G. So that for p>2 the subspace of the
Hardy space which contains submodules of the h.d.s. for G is a proper sub-
space. Let us call the kernel of the projection on this subspace the kernel
associated with the h.d.s. for G. We give explicit expressions for these
kernels in Section 13.
The method we are applying is based on the fact that the CauchySzego
kernel can be expanded in a series of analytic continuations of spherical
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functions attached to the h.d.s. representations. Thus, first, we have to write
those analytic continuations in an explicit form and then calculate the sum
of a function series. Therefore, we have to use a machinery which contains
H-invariants, the Poisson and the Fourier transform and spherical func-
tions. All that is given in an explicit form in Sections 911. The computa-
tion of the function series is done in Section 12.
For the Poisson transform, the bounded realization is in a sense more
natural. Then the asymptotic behaviour of the Poisson transform becomes
quite transparent (see Section 14).
A large part of the work described in this paper was done during the
author’s visit to Leiden University in the Spring of 1993. The author is very
grateful to his hosts and particularly to Prof. G. van Dijk for the very
warm hospitality.
1. HYPERBOLOIDS OF HERMITIAN TYPE
Let us first recall the definition of symmetric spaces of Hermitian type
[16], [6].
Let GH be a semisimple symmetric space, that is, G is a connected semi-
simple Lie group with an involutive automorphism _, and H is an open
subgroup of the group G_ of fixed points of _. There is a Cartan involution
{ of G commuting with _. Let K=G{. For Lie groups G, H, ... we shall
denote their Lie algebras by the corresponding small Gothic letters g, h, ... .
We assume that the semisimple Lie algebra is effective, that is g has no
non-trivial ideal contained in h. Denote by the same letters _, {
automorphisms of g induced by _, {. We have decompositions of g into
+1, &1 subspaces with respect to _ and { : g=h+q and g=k+p, as well
as the joint decomposition:
g=k & h+k & q+p & h+p & q.
The space q can be identified with the tangent space of GH at the point
x0=He (we shall consider groups acting from the right).
Assume that G is non-compact and contained in a simple connected,
complex Lie group Gc.
The semisimple symmetric space GH is said to be of Hermitian type if
the following holds: let c be the centralizer of k & q in k & q, then the cen-
tralizer of c in q is k & q again. For G simple it is enough to say that k & q
has a non-trivial centre c.
Let us give two more equivalent conditions.
Firstly, the Riemannian symmetric space GK is a Hermitian symmetric
space, and _ operates on it as a conjugation.
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Secondly, there is a cone c/q, closed, convex, proper (c & (&c)=0),
H-invariant, such that its interior c0 has a non-empty intersection with
k & q.
Let us now pass to hyperboloids. Endow the space Rn with the following
bilinear form of signature (2, p), p=n&2:
[x, y]= &x1 y1& } } } &xp yp+xn&1 yn&1+xn yn (1.1)
where x=(x1 , ..., xn), y=( y1 , ..., yn) are vectors in Rn. The subject of our
study is the hyperboloid
X : [x, x]=1.
Let G denote the group SO0( p, 2), the connected group of linear transfor-
mations of Rn which preserve the form [x, y]. We shall consider G acting
on Rn from the right: x  xg and consider x as a row vector x=(x1 , ..., xn).
The hyperboloid X is a homogeneous space of G. The stabilizer H of the
point x0=(0, ..., 0, 1) # X is isomorphic to SO0( p, 1). Note that X is non-
Riemannian. The G-invariant metric on X generated by the Killing form
has a Lorentz signature ( p, 1). An invariant measure on X is
dx=dx1 } } } dxj
@ } } } dxn
|xj |
where the differential with the hat-sign has to be omitted (for different j
these expressions give the same measure). We write L2(X) for L2(X, dx).
Let U denote the unitary representation of G by translations on the space
L2(X )
U( g) f (x)= f (xg)
(the quasiregular representation of G on X ).
Now the involutions _ and { are the following: _( g)=In&1, 1 gIn&1, 1 ,
{( g) = g$&1 where In&1, 1 = diag[&1, ..., &1, 1] and the prime denotes
matrix transposition. The subgroup K is SO( p)_SO(2), a maximal com-
pact subgroup of G. The subspace q consists of the matrices
\0!
!*
0 + (1.2)
where ! is the row (!1 , ..., !n&1) and !* is the column (!1 , ...,
!n&2 , &!n&1). The subspace k & q is one-dimensional, it coincides with its
centre and is spanned by the matrix Z0 which is of the form (1.2) with !=
(0, ..., 0, 1). So we see that X is of Hermitian type.
Among all hyperboloids SO0( p, q)SO0( p, q&1) only our hyperboloids
X (that is the ones with q=2) have this property. Hence we shall call them
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hyperboloids of Hermitian type. From the local point of view, they exhaust
the Hermitian type symmetric spaces of rank one.
The cone c/q mentioned above is given by the Lorentz cone !n&1
- ! 21 + } } } +! 2n&2. This cone gives rise to a causal structure on X (not
global), see [15]. The intersection c0 & (k & q) is equal to [tZ0 , t>0],
hence it is non-empty.
The Riemannian symmetric space GK is a Hermitian symmetric space of
type BDI (q=2), see [5], and can be realized as a Cartan domain of type
IV, see Section 7 below.
2. COMPLEX HULLS OF THE HYPERBOLOID
Extend the form [x, y] from Rn to Cn by formula (1.1). Let Y=Y+
denote the domain in Cn defined by the following conditions:
(a) [ y, y]=1; (b) [ y, y ]>1; (c) Im
yn
yn&1
<0. (2.1)
The hyperboloid X enters into the closure of Y, it is the Shilov boundary
of Y: X=8 Y.
Another way to get the domain Y is the following. Let C be the cone in
g generated by the cone c/q, that is C=Ad G.c. This is a closed, convex,
proper, generating (C&C=g) and G-invariant cone. For the description of
all such cones in g=so( p, 2), see [18]. Our cone C is the minimal one:
C=Cmin . The semigroup 1=G exp iC acts on Cn: y  y# in a natural way.
Let 1 0 be the interior of 1. Then Y=X .1 0. The group G acts on Y in a
transitive way. The domain Y is a domain of holomorphy.
Let T denote the right regular action of 1 (and of G ) on holomorphic
functions on Y : T(#) f ( y)= f ( y#).
Now define the domain Y& by the conditions (2.1) replacing (c) by the
opposite inequality. This domain Y& has the same properties as Y+: X=
8 Y&, G acts transitively on Y& and Y& is a domain of holomorphy.
3. HARDY SPACES
Here we recall some material about Hardy spaces, see [6], [17].
Let f be a holomorphic function on Y=Y+. For # # 1 denote by #f the
following function on X : (#f )(x)= f (x#). Define the following norm:
& f &= sup
# # 1 0
&#f &L 2(X) . (3.1)
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Denote by H 2(Y) the space of holomorphic functions on Y with finite
norm (3.1). It is a Hilbert space and called a Hardy space.
The translations T( g) (see Section 2) form a unitary representation T of
G on H 2(Y).
There exists an isometry I=I+: H 2(Y)  L2(X ) such that
I( f )(x)= lim
#j  E
(#j f )(x)
where #j is an arbitrary sequence in 1 0 which converges to the identity
matrix E # G (the limit is meant with respect to L2(X )).
The isometry I intertwines the representations T and U of G : IT( g)=
U( g) I, g # G. For Y& we have similar facts. The image of I\ will be
denoted by L2\ (X). It is a closed subspace of L
2(X ). Let E\ be the projec-
tion of L2(X ) onto L2\(X ).
4. CAUCHYSZEGO KERNELS
Let us consider the operators E+=(I+)&1 E+ and E&=(I&)&1 E&.
They map L2(X ) onto the Hardy spaces H 2(Y\) and commute with the
action of G. Being integral operators, their kernels E\( y, x), y # Y\, x # X
are called the CauchySzefo kernels of the domains Y\. We shall establish
explicit expressions for these kernels (which we consider as one of the main
results of this paper):
E\( y, x)=L([ y, x]) (4.1)
where y # Y\, x # X, and L(w) is the following function of the complex
variable w:
for n odd:
L(w)=cn(w&1)&(n&1)2, (4.2)
cn=(2?)(&n&1)2 1 \n&12 + , (4.3)
for n even:
L(w)=cn(w&1)&(n&1)2 (w+1)&(n&3)2 A(n&4)2(w), w # C"[&1, 1], (4.4)
cn=2(&n&2)2?&n21 \n2+ (4.5)
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and Ar (w) is the following polynomial in w of degree r :
Ar (w)= :
r
k=0
r (k)
2k[k2]! [(k+1)2]!
wr&k (4.6)
= :
r
k=0
1
2k \
r
k+\
k
[k2]+ wr&k (4.7)
with a(s)=a(a&1) } } } (a&s+1) and [a] the entire part of a. The proof of
these results will be given in Section 12.
5. PROJECTIONS
The projections E\ are integral operators whose kernels E\(u, x) are
distributions on X_X, invariant with respect to G : E\(ug, xg)=E\(u, x),
g # G. They can be seen as boundary values of the CauchySzego kernels:
E\(u, x)= lim
y  u
E\( y, x),
the limit being taken in the sense of distributions. Let us write down
explicit expressions for these kernels, applying Section 4. Since they are
G-invariant, it is enough to do it for u=x0, that is for the distribution
E\(x0, x) on X.
We shall make use of the distributions t *+ , t
*
& , (t+i0)
*, (t&i0)* from
[4]. Let Y(t) denote the Heaviside function: Y(t)=1 for t>0, Y(t)=0 for
t<0 and let $(t) be the Dirac delta-function concentrated at the point
t=0. For a manifold M, let D(M ) denote the Schwartz space of compactly
supported C-functions on M. Set &=(n&3)2. By Section 4 we have:
E\(x0, x)= lim
=  +0
L(xn\i=xn&1)
=L(xn\i0 .xn&1)
It follows from [4] that this distribution can be written as the value at *=
&&&1 of the following distribution, which depends analytically on the
complex parameter *:
cn[(xn&1)*++(xn&1)
*
& [e
\i?*Y(xn&1)+ei?*Y(&xn&1)]] for n odd,
(5.1)
cn[(x2n&1)
*
++(x
2
n&1)
*
& [e
\i?*Y(xn&1)+e i?*Y(&xn&1)]]
} |xn+1| } A(n&4)2(xn) for n even. (5.2)
As a function of *, it has no singularity at *=&&&1.
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Let us consider the averaging of functions in D(X) ‘‘over the subgroup
H ’’, defined as follows. Let c # R, c{\1. For f # D(X ) set
(Mf )(c)=|
X
f (x) $(xn&c) dx, |c|>1,
(M\f )(c)=|
X & [\xn&1>0]
f (x) $(xn&c) dx, |c|<1.
Thus to any f # D(X ) we attach the function Mf on [ |c|>1] and two func-
tions M\f on [ |c|<1].
By [14] these functions have the following form. Define a function %(c)
by:
%(c)=(c&1)&&&1 ln |c&1| for n odd,
%(c)=(c&1)&&&1& for n even.
There exist functions u+, u&, , / in D(R) with supp /(&1, ),
supp //(&, 1) such that
Mf (c)=u+(c)+u&(c)+%(c) (c), c>1,
Mf (c)=u+(c)+u&(c)+%(&c) /(c), c<&1, (5.3)
M\f (c)=u\(c)+ 12%(c) (c)+
1
2%(&c) /(c), &1<c<1.
Although we do not use it further, notice that (1)=dn f (x0) where dn is
a constant.
Using the functions Mf, M\f, we can write the value of the distribution
E\(x0, x) at a function f # D(X ), that is the value (E\f )(x0), as
(E\f )(x0)=cn {||c| >1 [(c&1)*++cos *? } (c&1)*&] Mf (c) dc
+|
|c|<1
(1&c)* [e\i?*M+f (c)+e\i?i*M&f (c)] dc=*= &&&1
for n odd,
(E\f )(x0)=cn {||c| >1 |c2&1|* Mf (c) |c+1| A(n&4)2(c) dc
+|
|c|<1
(1&c2)* [e\i?*M+f (c)+e\i?i*M&f (c)]
} (c+1) A(n&4)2 (c) dc=*= &&&1 for n even.
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It is interesting to consider the difference of the projections E+ and E&:
Q=E+&E&,
which is the analogue of the Hilbert transform. By (5.1) and (5.2) we have
(Qf )(x0)=cn } 2i sin *? |
1
&1
(1&c)* Nf (c)| *=&&&1 for n odd (5.4)
(Qf )(x0)=cn } 2i sin *? |
1
&1
(1&c)* (1+c)*+1 A(n&4)2(c) Nf (c)| *= &&&1
for n even, (5.5)
where
Nf=M+f&M&f.
By (5.3) we have Nf(c)=u+(c)&u&(c), so that the function Nf (c) can be
extended from (&1, 1) to R as a function in D(R).
For odd n, using (5.4) and [4] we obtain:
(Qf )(x0)=
1
(2?)&+1 i
d &
dc& } c=1 Nf (c). (5.6)
This is a distribution on X supported by the cone xn=1 (here and below
we use ‘‘cone’’ in another sense than earlier).
For n even we obtain from (5.5):
(Qf )(x0)=(&2?)n2 i1 \n2+ |
1
&1
(1&c)&&&1 (1+c)&& A(n&4)2(c) Nf (c) dc
where the integral has to be understood in the sense of the analytic con-
tinuation in * of the integral (5.5). It is a distribution supported on the set
&1xn1 (‘‘between the cones xn=1 and xn=&1’’).
Formula (5.6) looks especially nice for n=3:
(Qf )(x0)=
1
2?i {|

&
f (t, t, 1)
dt
t
&|

&
f (t, &t, 1)
dt
t =
(recall that here f is a function of three variables x1 , x2 , x3) and for an
arbitrary point x # X we have [13]:
(Qf )(x)=
1
2?i {|

&
f (x+te&(x))
dt
t
&|

&
f (x+te+(x))
dt
t =
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where e\(x)=(1, ., .) are the tangent vectors of generating lines passing
through x such that the vectors x, e+(x), e&(x) form a right triple. Thus,
the operator 2?iQ is the difference of the integrals over two generating lines
passing through a given point with respect to measures on these lines
invariant under the stabilizer of this point.
6. REPRESENTATIONS OF SO0( p, 2) ASSOCIATED
WITH A CONE
Here we recall some facts from [10], [9] about SO0( p, q) for our case
q=2. Let X0 denote the cone [x, x]=0, x{0 in Rn. Besides the form
[x, y], see (1.1), let us consider on Rn the seminorm |x| defined by
|x|=- x2n&1+x2n .
Let S be the set of points s # X0 such that |s|=1. It is equal to the product
S p&1_S1 of two spheres of dimension p&1 and 1.
On the second sphere we take the coordinate ::
sn&1=sin :, sn=cos :. (6.1)
The group G=SO0( p, 2) acts on S as
s  s~ =
sg
|sg|
.
The subgroup K=SO( p)_SO(2) acts by the translations s  s~ =sk tran-
sitively on S, each component acting on its own sphere. Let K0 be the
stabilizer in K of the point s0=(1, 0, ..., 0, 1) # S. It is isomorphic to
SO( p&1). The Euclidean measure ds on S defined by
ds=ds1 } } } dsj
@ } } } dsp
|sj |
d:
is invariant with respect to K. An element g # G transforms this measure as
follows: ds~ =|sg| 2&n ds.
In the main part of this paragraph we shall assume, for simplicity, that
p>2.
The representation of the group SO( p) on L2(S p&1) by translations
decomposes into a direct multiplicity free sum of irreducible representa-
tions ? ( p)l on spaces H
( p)
l , l=0, 1, 2, ... . The space H
( p)
l consists of the
restrictions to S p&1 of harmonic homogeneous polynomials on R p of
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degree l. A spherical function in H ( p)l with respect to the subgroup
SO( p&1) preserving the first coordinate is
C ( p)l (s1)=C
( p&2)2
l (s1)C
( p&2)2
l (1),
C*l (t) being the Gegenbauer polynomial [2].
The representation of the group SO(2) on L2(S1) by translations decom-
poses into a direct multiplicity free sum of one-dimensional representations
?(2)m on spaces H
(2)
m , m # Z, spanned by functions e
im: (S1 is the circle [ei:]).
Therefore, the representation of K on L2(S ) by translations decomposes
into a direct multiplicity free sum of irreducible representations of the form
?lm=? ( p)l ?
(2)
m on the spaces Hlm=H
( p)
l H
(2)
m . The spherical function in
Hlm with respect to K0 is the function
lm(s)=C ( p)l (s1) e
im:.
Let _ # C, ==0, 1 (we give to ‘‘_’’ the second meaning). Denote by D= (S )
the subspace of D(S) which consists of functions . of parity =
.(&s)=(&1)= .(s).
The representation T_= of the group G acts on D= (S ) by the formula
T_= ( g) .(s)=. \ sg|sg|+ |sg|_.
The restriction of T_= to K is the representation of K on D= (S) by transla-
tions. It decomposes into a direct multiplicity free sum of ?m which satisfy
the condition
l+m#= (mod 2). (6.2)
Thus, the K-types (l, m) of T_= form a lattice (6.2), l, m # Z, in the halfplane
l0.
The representations T_= are reducible in the following cases: for _ # Z if
n is odd, and for _ # Z, _#= (mod 2) if n is even.
For any _, = there is a non-zero operator A_= on D= (S) intertwinning T_=
and T2&n&_ , = . If T_= is irreducible then it is equivalent to T2&n&_ , = .
Put
(., )=|
S
.(s) (s) ds. (6.3)
This Hermitian form is invariant with respect to any pair T_= and
T2&n&_ , = . Therefore the T_= are unitarizable for Re _=(2&n)2, the inner
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product is (6.3). Their unitary completions (which we denote by the same
symbols) form the continuous series of unitary representations. They are
irreducible for Im _{0.
Let _ be an integer <(2&n)2 and _#= (mod 2). Then the subspaces
V\_ of D= (S ) containing Hlm with _&l\m0 are invariant and
irreducible with respect to T_= (G ). Denote by T\_ the restriction of T_= to
V\_ . It is a unitarizable highest representation with minimal K-type
(0, _).
The unitary completion of T\_ is denoted by the same symbol. Let us call
the family of the representations T+_ (resp. T
&
_ ) the analytic (resp. anti-
analytic) series.
In case p=2, l ranges over Z, so the K-types (l, m) of T_= form a lattice
(6.2) in the whole plane, and V\_ is defined by _&|l |\m0. In case
p=1, l is absent, so the K-types m of T_= form a lattice m#= (mod 2) on
the line, and V\_ is defined by _\m0.
The decomposition of the quasiregular representation U of G on X con-
sists of irreducible unitary representations of the continuous series
T(2&n)2+it, = , t>0, ==0, 1
and of the analytic and anti-analytic series
T\_ , _ # Z, _<
2&n
2
.
Thus the analytic and anti-analytic series together form the holomorphic
discrete series for X.
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of the formulae of
Section 4. We can restrict ourselves to the analytic series T+_ . That is why
we omit from now on the sign ‘‘+’’ from the notation: we shall write Y,
E, T_ , V_ , 0, %_ , ... instead of Y+, E+, T+_ , V
+
_ , 0
+, %+_ , ... .
7. CARTAN DOMAINS OF TYPE IV
Here we recall some facts about Cartan domains of type IV, see [7],
[19].
Let Cn be endowed with the form [ , ], see (1.1). Set !0=(0, ..., 0, &i, 1).
Let 0=0( p) be the set in Cn which consists of points z satisfying the
following conditions:
(a) [z, z]=0, (b) [z, ! 0]=1, (c) [z, z ]>0, (d) Im
zn
zn&1
<0. (7.1)
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Any point z in 0 can be written as
z=\z1 , ..., zp , ‘&12i ,
‘+1
2 + , ‘=z21+ } } } +z2p (7.2)
and z1 , ..., zp satisfy the inequalities
z1z 1+ } } } +zpz p<
‘‘ +1
2
<1, (7.3)
so that 0 can be identified with the bounded domain in C p defined by
(7.3), cf. [7]. In particular, z0=(0, ..., 0, i2, 12) # 0 corresponds to 0 # C p.
The Shilov boundary (the skeleton) S8 of 0 consists of points (7.2) for
which the inequalities (7.3) turn into equalities. Any point s in S8 is of the
form
s =ei:(s1 , ..., sp , sin :, cos :), s21+ } } } +s
2
p=1 (7.4)
where :, s1 , ..., sp are real. The manifold S8 is equal to (S p&1_S1)Z2 .
The Bergman kernel K(z, w ) of 0 is
K(z, w )=
p !
2? p
[z, w ]&p.
The group G=SO0( p, 2) acts transitively on 0 by
z 
zg
[zg, ! 0]
.
The stabilizer of z0 is K, so that 0=GK.
A G-invariant measure on 0 is given by
d+(z)=[z, z ]&p dz, dz= ‘
p
j=1
dxj dyj , zj=xj+iyj . (7.5)
Let us recall the spaces H ( p)l from Section 6. Take in H
( p)
l an orthogonal
basis lj (s1 , ..., sp) where lj (u1 , ..., up) are homogeneous harmonic polyno-
mials in u1 , ..., up of degree l. Let r=0, 1, 2, ... . Define functions ljr (z) on
0 by the formula
ljr (z)=‘
r lj (z1 , ..., zp), (7.6)
for ‘ see (7.2). They form an orthogonal basis in the subspace of the space
L2(0, dz) consisting of functions analytic on 0, for dz see (7.5). Any
analytic function . on 0 can be expanded into a series of functions ljr ,
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which is uniformly convergent on any compact set in 0. Thus the finite
linear combinations of the functions ljr form the family of K-finite
holomorphic functions on 0.
8. FOCKBEREZIN SPACES ON CARTAN DOMAINS
OF TYPE IV
Let 0 be as in Section 7, _ # C. Let (., )_ be the following sesqui-linear
form on analytic functions on 0
(., )_=c(_) |
0
.(z) (z) [z, z ]&_ d+(z) (8.1)
with
c(_)=2&_&1?&n+2(2&n&2_)
1(&_)
1(3&n&_)
(8.2)
and d+(z) as in (7.5). For fixed . and  the integral (8.1) converges
absolutely for _ in a domain of the _-plane and for other _ it has to be
understood as the analytic continuation in _. For instance, on K-finite
functions the integral (8.1) converges absolutely for Re _<3&n.
For _ real, let F_ denote the space of all holomorphic functions . on 0
with (., .)_<+. As shown in [1], for _<(4&n)2, F_ is a Hilbert
space with inner product (., )_ . Let us call it the FockBerezin space. It
contains the constants. In particular,
(1, 1)_=1. (8.3)
The factor (8.2) in (8.1) is taken just for the sake of (8.3) and is calculated
in [7].
From now on we restrict ourselves to the case _ # Z and _<(2&n)2.
The group G acts on F_ :
U_ ( g) .(z)=. \ zg[zg, ! 0]+ [zg, ! 0]_, (8.4)
and this representation is unitary.
Theorem 8.1. The unitary representations T_ on V_ and U_ on F_ are
equivalent.
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Proof. The manifold S from Section 6 is a twofold covering of the
Shilov boundary S8 of 0 via the mapping (see (6.1) and (7.4))
s  s =ei:s=
s
[s, ! 0]
. (8.5)
A desired isomorphism B_ : F_  V_ is the following correspondence .  
(s)=(B_ .)(s)=.(s ) } [s, ! 0]_
where s is defined by (8.5) and .(s ) denotes the limit value limz  s .(z).
The mapping B_ is well-defined anyway on the basis ljr of F_ and
carries it to the basis lj (s1 , ..., sp) e
im: of the space V_ where m=l+2r&_.
The actions of the group G on these bases are the same. Since T_ (and thus
U_) is irreducible, the norms of ljr in F_ differ from the norms of B_ljr
by a factor only. Thus, the mapping B_ , initially defined on K-finite func-
tions, extends to the whole of F_ by continuity to the desired equivalence.
It follows from the proof, that the functions ljr form an orthogonal basis
in F_ .
Note that B_ carries the constant function 000(z)=.0(z)#1 to the
spherical function (0,&_) of the minimal K-type (0, &_) in V_ .
Let us consider the function
8w (z)=8(z, w )=(2[z, w ])_, z, w # 0 (8.6)
(a supercomplete system in the terminology of Berezin). As a function of z
it belongs to F_ . It has the reproducing property:
(., 8w )_=.(w), . # F_ .
In particular,
&8w &2_=(8w , 8w )_=(2[w, w ])
_. (8.7)
9. H-INVARIANTS
Each of the representations T_ has is a unique H-invariant up to a
factor, see [11]. It is the distribution
%_=(sn&i0 } sn&1)_
on S, which is the analytic continuation in * from the domain Re *>&1
to the point *=_ of the distribution
(sn&i0 } sn&1)*=(sn)*++[e
&i?*Y(sn&1)+ei?*Y(&sn&1)](sn)*& .
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The value of %_ at the spherical functions 0m , m#_ (mod 2), m&_, is
given by the formula
(%_ , 0m)=0n&22&_?(&1)(m+_)2
1((m&_)2)
1(&_) 1((_+m+2)2)
and %_=0 on all other Hlm in D= (S ), =#_ (mod 2).
Under the isomorphism B_ : D_  V_ , the distribution %_ goes over into
the following analytic function on 0 (denoted by the same symbol)
%_ (z)=[x0, z]_=z_n=\‘+12 +
_
,
see (7.2). The value of %_ at a function . # D_ is given by the integral
(%_ , .)_ , see (8.1). The domain of definition of this functional is the inverse
image of V_/D(S ) under the map B_ .
Define the representation U_ of the group G on analytic functions . on
0 by formula (8.4). The invariant %_ gives rise to a Poisson kernel P_(x, z)
P_ (x, z)=U_ ( g&1) %_ (z)=[x, z]_
where x=x0g # X, z # 0. For z fixed, the function P_ (x, z) belongs to
L2(X ). A calculation gives
|
X
|P_ (x, z)| 2 dx=*_8(z, z ), (9.1)
where
*_=21&2_?n2
1((2&n)2&_)
1(&_)
.
10. POISSON AND FOURIER TRANSFORM
The Poisson kernel P_ (x, z) gives rise to two transforms: the Poisson
transform P_ : F_  L2(X ) and the Fourier transform F_ : L2(X)  F_ by
the following formulae:
(P_ .)(x)=(., P_ (x, } ))_
=c(_) |
0
.(z) \[x, z ][z, z ]+
_
d+(z),
(F_ f )(z)=|
X
f (x) [x, z]_ dx.
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These transforms are G-equivariant
U_ ( g) F_=F_U( g), (10.1)
U( g) P_=P_U_ ( g). (10.2)
They are conjugate to each other
(P_., f )=(., F_ f )_ . (10.3)
It turns out that
(P_8w )(x)=[x, w ]_=P_ (x, w).
In particular, for w=z0 we have (recall .0(z)#1):
(P_.0)(x)=( 12 [x, !
0])_,
for ! 0, z0, see Section 7.
By (9.1) we have
&P_8w &2L 2(X )=*_ &8w &2_
(for the latter, see (8.7)). Therefore, *&12_ P_ is an isometry of the space F_
into L2(X ). Denote by L2_(X) the image of the Poisson transform P_ and
by E_ the projection of L2(X ) onto this image.
Let us consider the compositions of the Poisson and Fourier transform.
We have:
F_ b P_=*_ } id,
P_ b F_=*_E_ .
The kernel E_ (u, x) of the projection E_ has an invariance property which
reflects (10.1) and (10.2):
E_ (ug, xg)=E_ (u, x). (10.4)
11. SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS
Here we use [11] in an essential way. The Poisson transform P_ can be
extended by (10.3) to generalized vectors, in particular to %_ . We obtain a
distribution 9_=P_ %_ on X. Let us call it a spherical function. Its value
at f # D(X ) is
(9_ , f )=(%_ , F_ f )_ .
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It is invariant with respect to H, has parity _
9_ (&x)=(&1)= 9_ (x)
and is an eigendistribution of the LaplaceBeltrami operator 2 on X
29_=_(2&n&_) 9_ .
The kernel E_ (u, v) of the projection E_ , see Section 10, is connected
with 9_
E_ (u, x)=*&1_ 9_ (xg
&1
u )
=*&1_ 9_ (ug
&1
x )
=*&1_ c(_) |
0 \
[u, z ][x, z]
[z, z ] +
_
d+(z) (11.1)
where gu denotes an element of G such that x0gu=u (and similarly gx).
For xn{\1 the distribution 9_ is a classical function on X depending
on xn only. It can be expressed in terms of the Legendre functions of the
second kind Q*+(w) as follows. Denote for r # Z
Qr*(w)=e&i*?(w2&1)&*2 Q**+r (w). (11.2)
Recall that &=(n&3)2. Then for xn{ \1 we have
9_ (x)={*_ (2?)
&&&2 (2r+2&+1) Qr& (xn), |xn|>1 (11.3)
*_ (2?)&&&2 (2r+2&+1) Qr& (xn&i0 } xn&1), |xn|<1, (11.4)
where
r=2&n&_= &_&2&&1 (11.5)
so that r # Z, r>(2&n)2 (recall _ # Z, _<(2&n)2).
On the other hand, let y # Y, then
sgn(Im yn)= &sgn(Re yn&1) for |Re yn|<1. (11.6)
Define on Y the analytic function (_ and r connected by (11.5))
9_ ( y)=*_ (2?)&&&2 (2r+2&+1) Qr& ( yn). (11.7)
Then it follows from (11.3), (11.4), (11.6) that
9_ (x)= lim
y  x
9_ ( y) (11.8)
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where x # X, y # Y, xn{\1. This limit does exist also in the sense of dis-
tributions
|
X
9_ (x#) f (x) dx  (9_ , f ) (#  E ),
where f # D(X ), # # 1 0.
12. COMPUTATION OF THE CAUCHYSZEGO KERNEL
Here we prove the formulae (4.1)(4.7). Similar calculations were done
in [12].
By (11.8), (11.7), (11.1) and (10.4), the kernel E_ (u, x) has the following
function E_ ( y, x) as its analytic continuation from X_X to Y_X
E_ ( y, x)=(2?)&&&2 (2r+2&+1) Qr& ([ y, x]).
This function is the kernel of the operator I&1 b E_ . Therefore, the sum of
these kernels is the CauchySzego kernel
E( y, x)= :
_<(2&n)2
E_ ( y, x)
and this kernel is a function of [ y, x]: E( y, x)=L([ y, x]) (see (4.1)). It
is enough to compute this series at x=x0. Thus, the computation reduces
to the calculation of the sum
L(w)=(2?)&&&2 :
r>(2&n)2
(2r+2&+1) Qr& (w).
We start from formula [2] 3.8 (3) for the Legendre functions which says
in our notation
(2r+2&+1) Qr& (w)=&Qr , &+1(w)+Qr&2, &+1(w).
Summarize it over rs (we use Qr , &+1(w)  0 as r   for w # C"
[&1, 1]). We obtain
:

r=s
(2r+2&+1) Qr& (w)=Qs&2, &+1(w)+Qs&1, &+1(w). (12.1)
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Therefore,
L(w)=(2?)&&&2 [Q&&&2, &+1(w)+Q&&&1, &+1(w)] for n odd,
L(w)=(2?)&&&2 [Q&&&32 , &+1(w)+Q&&&12 , &+1(w)] for n even.
Recalling the definition (11.2) of Qr& , we can cast it in the form
L(w)=(2?)&&&2 e&i (&+1)?(w2&1)(&&&1)2 [Q&+1&1 (w)+Q
&+1
0 (w)]
for n odd,
L(w)=(2?)&&&2 e&i (&+1)?(w2&1)(&&&1)2 [Q&+1&12(w)+Q
&+1
12 (w)]
for n even.
For n odd we use now the formulae [2] 3.2 (35) for Q&+1&1 and [2] 3.2
(32) for Q&+10 and we obtain (4.2), (4.3).
For n even the situation is more hard. Set q=(n&2)2=&+12, which
is an integer. Express Q&+1\12 in terms of the hypergeometric function
F(a, b; c ; z) by [2] 3.2 (8). We get
L(w)=(2?)&&&2 - ?2 1(n2)(w2&1)&&&1
} {wqF \&q2 ,
1&q
2
; 1;
1
w2++
q+1
2
} wq&1F \1&q2 ,
2&q
2
; 2;
1
w2+= .
Here the expression between brackets is a polynomial in w of degree q.
Denote it by Bq(w)
Bq (w)= :
q
k=0
bqkwq&k.
An explicit expression for bqk is obtained from the expressions for the coef-
ficients of the hypergeometric series, so we have
bqk={
q !
2k(q&k) ! l ! 2
, k=2l
(12.2)
q+1
q
}
q !
2k(q&k) ! l ! (l+1)!
, k=2l+1.
It turns out that Bq(w) is divisible by w+1
Bq(w)=(w+1) Aq&1(w).
The coefficients aq&1, k of wq&1&k in the polynomial Aq&1(w) can be com-
puted by (12.2); we get (4.4)(4.7).
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13. A KERNEL ASSOCIATED WITH THE HOLOMORPHIC
DISCRETE SERIES FOR THE GROUP
Among the analytic series representations T_ (=T+_ ), _<(2&n)2,
those with _<3&n are of particular importance since they belong to the
holomorphic discrete series for the group G and since the inner product in
the FockBerezin space is defined by an absolutely convergent integral.
Denote by $E the projection of L2(X ) onto the subspace on which this
series (T_ , _<3&n) acts. The function
$E( y, x)= :
_<3&n
E_ ( y, x)
is the kernel of the operator $E=I&1 b $E. Let us call it the kernel
associated with the holomorphic discrete series for the group G. Here is an
explicit expression
$E( y, x)=
1
4
?&(n+1)21 \n&12 + ([ y, x]&1)&(n&1)2 ([ y, x]+1)&(n&3)2.
For n even we take the same branch as in Section 4. For n=3 and n=4
the kernels $E and E coincide.
The computation of $E( y, x) is similar to the computation of E( y, x) in
Section 12. We now take s=0 in (12.1) and then use [2] 3.2 (36) for the
expressions for the functions Q&+1&&1(w) and Q
&+1
& (w).
14. A COMPACTIFICATION OF THE HYPERBOLOID X
AND A BOUNDED REALIZATION OF Y
Let us consider the space Rn+1 consisting of vectors x=(x0 , x1 , ..., xn)
and endow it with the bilinear form
[x, y]=&x0 y0& } } } &xp yp+xn&1 yn&1+xn yn
( p=n&2). In a similar way we deal with Cn+1. Set G =SO0( p+1, 2),
K =SO( p+1)_SO(2). The group G=SO0( p, 2) is embedded in G as the
subgroup which leaves the coordinate x0 fixed.
Let V denote the Cartan domain 0( p+1) of type IV constructed in
Cn+1 as (7.1). We keep for Cn+1 the notation ! 0=(0, ..., 0, &i, 1). For
points v # V we have an expression and inequalities like (7.2) and (7.3). The
group G acts on V by
v 
vg
[vg, ! 0]
.
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The domain V splits into two parts
V=V$ _ V0 ,
where V$ and V0 are defined by v0{0, v0=0, respectively. They are
holomorphically equivalent to Y and 0 (see Section 4 and Section 7). via
the maps
v  y=
(v1 , ..., vn)
v0
, y  v=
(1, y1 , ..., yn)
[ y, ! 0]
(14.1)
and
0 % z  z=(0, z1 , ..., zn) # V0 .
These maps commute with the action of G. Thus, V$ is a bounded realiza-
tion of Y.
Before introducing Shilov boundaries, let us define the manifold
B/Rn+1 by (similar to S from Section 6)
[b, b]=0, b2n&1+b
2
n=1.
Observe that it is isomorphic to S p_S 1. Introduce in the second factor,
i.e., in S 1, the coordinate % :
bn&1=sin %, bn=cos %.
The K -invariant measure on B is
db=
db1 } } } dbp
|b0|
d%.
Let B$, B+, B0 be the submanifolds of B defined by: b0{0, b0>0, b0=0
respectively. Clearly B0=S (see Section 6). The map B$  X defined by
b  x=
(b1 , ..., bn)
b0
(14.2)
is a two-fold covering (on B+ it is a diffeomorphism). The inverse image
of a point x consists of two points b=\(1, x1 , ..., xn) |x|. The measure dx
and db are connected by
dx=|x|n&1 db=|b0 | &n+1 db. (14.3)
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The Shilov boundary B8 =8 V of V is obtained from B via the two-fold
covering
b  b8 =ei%b=
b
[b0 , ! 0]
(14.4)
so that B8 =(S p_S 1)Z2 . Transfer the measure from B to B8 : db8 =db. Let
B8 $, B8 0 denote the images of B$, B0 . We have B8 $=8 V $ and B8 0=S8 .
The maps (14.2) and (14.4) give us the diffeomorphism of X onto B8 $
x  b8 =
(1, x1 , ..., xn)
[x, ! 0]
, b8  x=
(b8 1 , ..., b8 n)
b8 0
. (14.5)
Therefore, we can consider B8 as a compactification of X
B8 =B8 $ _ B8 0=X _ S8 .
Combining the Poisson transform P_ with the operator I&1 (see Sec-
tion 3) and with the map (14.1) we obtain a map (an isomorphism) of the
Fock space F_ onto a space H_ (V $) of holomorphic functions on V $.
Preserve for this map the symbol P_ and the name ‘‘Poisson transform’’. It
is an integral transform
(P_.)(v)=(2v0)&_ (P$_.)(v) (14.6)
where
(P$_.)(v)=c(_) |
0
.(z) \2[v, z ][z, z ] +
_
d+(z).
The image of the function .0#1 in F_ under this Poisson transform P_
is the function
f_ (v)=(2v0)&_
and the image of the function 8w , see (8.6), is equal to
(P_8w )(v)= f_ (v) } (2[v, w ])_. (14.7)
Notice that the first factor in the right-hand side of (14.6) is precisely f_ (v).
Comparing (14.6) with (14.7) and applying the fact that the functions 8w
are dense in F_ , we see that the map P$_ presents an analytic continuation
of functions . # F_ from 0 to V, and functions in H_ (V $) are extended to
V with a zero at V0 of order (&_).
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This allows us to write down the asymptotics of P_ .(v) as v goes to
w # 0 :
(P_.)(v)t f_ (v) .(w), (v  w)
or
lim
v  w
(P_.)(v)
f_ (v)
=.(w).
Finally, let us write for n odd the CauchySzego kernel in the bounded
realization.
Firstly, applying (14.1) and (14.5), we get: [ y, x]&1=[v, b8 ]v0b8 0 .
Then, recalling (14.3) and db=db8 , we obtain
E(v, b8 )=cnv (n&1)20 [v, b8 ]
&(n&1)2 ei (n&1)% b8 &(n&1)20 .
Notice that, if we write this in the form
v&(n&1)20 E(v, b8 ) b8
(n&1)2
0 =cn[v, b8 ]
&(n&1)2 ei (n&1)%
then we recognize in the right-hand side the CauchySzego kernel for the
Cartan domain V=0( p+1)=0(n&1) of type IV, see [7], (4.7.11)
(indeed, [v, b8 ]=12  pk=0 (vk&b8 k)
2).
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